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Abstract：We choose sand types needed in the geologic reserves accurate calculation as an example , and 

discuss the sand types distinguish method in the accurate geologic research static data-base, then give the 

distinguish method of different sand types .Based on this method ,we can pick up different sand types thickness 

parameters form the accurate geologic research static data-base, and we can also do the geologic reserves 

accurate calculation of different sand types. 
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I. FOREWORD 

Static database fine geologic research, also known as static database subdivided sedimentary unit, is one of 

the fields of fine geologic research. In the process of oilfield development and production or fine geologic 

research, the description of the characteristics of sand body distribution, or to build three-dimensional geological 

model, or in reservoir numerical simulation, or fine geological reserves calculation
 [1]

, the static database of fine 

geologic studies are needed to determine sand body types. However, due to continental basin inland water back 

frequently, fluvial delta deposition is obvious cyclicity 
[2]

, vertical multi-layer sandstone are overlapped each 

other, cause every single sand body types may be put in a variety of circumstances, give us correctly identify 

every single sand body types difficult. 

This paper needs to be fine calculation of geologic reserves of sand body types (channel and non channel 

thick and thin sand body, class I table outside and graded sand body, class II table outside and graded sand body) 

as an example, discusses the static fine geologic research database sand body type identification method. 

Fine geologic static database fields related to the sand body types are: Jh (well), Dymc (unit name), Xb 

(phase contrast), Syds (sandstone top depth), Syhd (sandstone thickness), Yxds (effective top), Yxhd (effective 

thickness), Elsyds (second sandstone roof deep), Elsyhd (second class sandstone thickness). 

 

 

II. THE CHANNEL, THE CHANNEL SAND BODY OF DISCRIMINATION 
Channel with the channel sand body all belong to the industrial production capacity of oil and gas reservoir 

of the part of the thickness of sand body, which is the effective thickness of the sand body. 

 

2.1 The channel sand body and the channel sand body of discrimination 

Channel sand bodies and non river sand bodies can be distinguished by Xb (phase contrast) field. 

Corresponding to the Yxhd (effective thickness) of more than 0 of the unit, if the Xb (phase) field is "H", it is 

the river sand body, if the Xb (phase) field is empty, it is not the river sand body. 

2.2 The thick and thin layer of sand body of discrimination 

The boundary between the thick layer and the thin layer is 0.4, that is, the effective thickness is greater than 

or equal to 0.4 meters is thick layer, for the thin layer is less than 0.4 meters. Specific criteria are as follows: 

(1)There is only one effective thickness record in one unit. 

According to the thickness of the effective thickness, thin lines (0.4) can be judged. 

(2) There are a number of effective thickness records within one unit. 

First calculate the thickness of the sandwich, and then further subdivided according to the thickness of the 

layer. If the thickness of the interlayer is greater than or equal to 0.4 meters, according to the thickness of each 

of the respective boundaries of classification. If the thickness of the layer is less than 0.4 meters, the following 

conditions may occur: 

①If the mezzanine above and below the effective thickness has a greater than or equal to 0.4 meters or 

interlayer thickness equal to 0 (due to water flooded layer interpretation and permeability interpretation and the 

effective thickness of layer separated to represent), then combine the effective thickness together above and 

below , then according to the thickness of boundary classification.  
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②If the thickness of the above and below the layer is less than 0.4 meters, the effective thickness of the 

upper layer and the lower layer is separately classified according to the thickness of the layer.  

 

III. OFF-BALANCE SHEET SAND BODY TYPES OF DISCRIMINATION 
Off-balance sheet sand body is that part of the industrial capacity of oil and gas reservoir thickness of sand 

body. Divided intoⅠoff-balance-sheet independence and gradient, Ⅱ off-balance sheet sand body independence 

and gradient sand body. 

3.1 Discrimination of the same sand body 

In sedimentary unit division and correlation of the process, in order to take care of the needs of the region 

comparison. Sometimes, the same sand body split into two units, in judgement of the type of sand body, need to 

the two unit as a sand body to consider, not only consider the single sand body types. 

The distinction between the upper and lower adjacent two units of the sand body is a sand body, only need to 

judge whether the two types of sandstone roof is connected to the bottom of the. That is to judge the first unit of 

the two types of sandstone top depth + two type of sandstone thickness and the next element of the two types of 

sandstone top depth is equal, if the two equal, it is a sand body, otherwise, it is two sand bodies. 

3.2 The off-balance sheet sand body types of discrimination 

First of all, to determine whether the upper and lower two units is a sand body. 

(1) if it is not a sand body, the following method is used to determine, 

①If ，then the last unit Elsyhd and the next unit 

Elsyhd are TypeⅡgradient. 

②If ，then the last unit Syhd is TypeⅠgradient，then 

the next unit Elsyhd is TypeⅡgradient；if last unit Elsyhd-Syhd＞0，then the lastunit Elsyhd-Syhd is 

TypeⅡgradient. 

③If ，then the last unit will appear two situations： 

When Elsyhd-Syhd=0，If Syhd-Yxhd=0,the last unit does not off-balance sheet，the next unit Elsyhd is 

TypeⅡgradient；If Syhd-Yxhd＞0,then the last unit Syhd-Yxhd and the next unit Elsyhd are TypeⅠgradient。 

If Elsyhd-Syhd＞0，then the Elsyhd-Syhd is the last unit TypeⅡgradient，Syhd-Yxhd is the last unit 

TypeⅠgradient，the next unit Elsyhd is TypeⅠgradient； 

④If ，then the next unit Syhd is TypeⅠindependent，

then the last unit Elsyhd is TypeⅡgradient，If Elsyhd-Syhd＞0，the next unit Elsyhd-Syhd is TypeⅡgradient. 

⑤If ,then the last unit Elsyhd is TypeⅡgradient，the 

next unit will appear two situations： 

When Elsyhd-Syhd=0，if Syhd-Yxhd=0,then the next unit does not off-balance sheet；if Syhd-Yxhd＞

0,then the next unit Syhd-Yxhd is TypeⅠgradient； 

When Elsyhd-Syhd＞0，Elsyhd-Syhd is the next unit TypeⅡgradient，Syhd-Yxhd is the next unit 

TypeⅠgradient. 

⑥If ，Two situations will appear： 

For the last unit，if Elsyhd-Syhd=0，Syhd is TypeⅠgradient；then the nextunit Syhd is TypeⅠgradient，

if next unit Elsyhd-Syhd＞0，then thenext unit Elsyhd-Syhd is TypeⅡgradient； 

For the last unit，when Elsyhd-Syhd＞0，then the Elsyhd-Syhdis the last unit TypeⅡgradient，Syhd is 

TypeⅠgradient，then the next unit Syhd is TypeⅠgradient；If the next unit Elsyhd-Syhd＞0，the next unit 

Elsyhd-Syhd is TypeⅡgradient。 
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⑦If ，then the last unit Syhd-Yxhd and next unit 

Syhd are TypeⅠgradient，two situations will appear， 

For the last unit，if Elsyhd-Syhd=0,then the next unit Elsyhd-Syhd is TypeⅡgradient； 

For the last unit，if Elsyhd-Syhd＞0,then Elsyhd-Syhd is TypeⅡgradient，now for the next unit，if 

Elsyhd-Syhd＞0，then Elsyhd-Syhd is TypeⅡgradient. 

⑧If ，then last unit Syhd is TypeⅠgradient、next unit 

yhd-Yxhd is TypeⅠgradient，two situations will appear， 

For the next unit，if yhd-Syhd=0,then，Last unit Elsyhd-Syhd is TypeⅠgradient 

For the next unit，if Elsyhd-Syhd＞0,then Elsyhd-Syhd is TypeⅡgradient，now for the last unit，if 

Elsyhd-Syhd＞0,then Elsyhd-Syhd is TypeⅡgradient. 

⑨If ，then the last unit and next unit Syhd-Yxhd are 

TypeⅠgradient，two situations will appear， 

For the last unit，when Elsyhd-Syhd=0,then if the next unit Elsyhd-Syhd＞0，the Elsyhd-Syhd is 

TypeⅡgradient. 

For the last unit，if Elsyhd-Syhd＞0,then Elsyhd-Syhd is TypeⅡgradient，and for the next unit，if 

Elsyhd-Syhd＞0，Elsyhd-Syhd is TypeⅡgradient. 

 

IV. APPLICATION 

According to the different types of sand body identification method，We developed a corresponding static 

database handler.Extract different kinds of sand body basic data from the fine geological research database，

using geologic reserve computation method[1]，calculates the different kinds of sand body geologic reserves the 

block of Daqing Oilfield in Saertu and Putaohua oil formation（Table 1），Find out the different types of sand 

body in the block geological reserves，Provides a reliable geological basis for further tap production potential. 

Application results show that，The above method can be accurately extracted from the study of fine geology 

static database parameters of different types of sand body thickness, at present the method has been in 

production for the popularization and application. 

 
unit：ten thousand ton 
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